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UNIT I
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR



• The operation of a synchronous generator is based on

Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction, and in an ac

synchronous generator the generation of emf's is by

relative motion of conductors and magnetic flux.

• These machines can be used as either motors or 

generators but their predominant use is in generation. 

CONSTRUCTIONAL 

DETAILS



STATOR:

 The stator is the stationary part of the machine. It carries

the armature winding in which the voltage is generated. The

output of the machine is taken from the stator.

ROTOR

 The rotor is the rotating part of the machine. The rotor

produces the main field flux.



 SALIENT POLE ROTOR:

Since the rotor is subjected to changing magnetic 
fields, it is made of steel.

Damper bars are usually inserted in the pole faces to
damp out the rotor oscillations during sudden change
in load condition laminations to reduce eddy current
losses.

The salient pole field structure has the following 
special features:

 They have large diameter and short axial length.

 Poles are laminated to reduce eddy current losses.

 These are employed with hydraulic turbines or 
diesel engines.  The speed is 100 to 375 rpm.

TYPES OF ROTOR:



SMOOTH CYLINDRICAL ROTOR:

A cylindrical rotor machine is also called a non-salient pole 

rotor machine.  It has its rotor so constructed that it forms a 

smooth cylinder . This type of rotor is used for alternators 

which are coupled to steam turbines which run at very high 

speeds.   

 The non-salient field structure has the 

following special features:

 They are of small diameter and of very long 

axial length.

 Robust construction.

 High operating speed (3000 rpm)

 Noiseless operation.

 Dynamic balancing is better.

 No need to provide damper windings, except 

in special cases to assist synchronizing.



COIL SPAN FACTOR& DISTRIBUTION FACTOR



Eph=4.44*f*Φ*Tph*Kc*Kd



 SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE

 The leakage reactance and the armature reactance may

be combined to give synchronous reactance .

Xs=Xl+Xar

 Hence the ohmic value of varies with the power factor

of the load because armature reaction depends on load power

factor.
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SYNCHRONISING AND PARALLEL OPERATION

 The operation of connecting an alternator in parallel with another alternator 
or with common bus bars is known as synchronizing.

 Often the electrical system, to which the alternator is connected, has already 
so many alternators and loads connected to it that no matter what power is 
delivered by the incoming alternator, the voltage and frequency of the 
system remain the same.  In that case, the alternator is said to be connected 
to infinite bus bars.

CONDITION:



 The voltages and 
frequencies of both the 
systems are made equal.

 The incoming machine 
frequency is slightly 
altered deliberately. 
Assuming the phase 
sequences are the same the 
three lamps will be dark or 
bright together.

 The lamp will be dark 
below a certain voltage. If 
the dark period is judged 
and switch is closed at the 
middle of the dark period, 
the machines are 
synchronized.

Synchronising

THREE DARK LAMP METHOD



Two bright and one dark lamp method



When all the three lamps placed in the ring.The light wave travelling in counter 

clockwise direction indicates the incoming machine is slow.  Light wave 

travelling in clockwise direction indicates the incoming machine is slow

.The paralleling switch is closed when the changes in the light  are very slow



Clockwise direction – Frequency of the incoming                   

Alternator is high.

Anti Clockwise direction – Frequency of the incoming                   

Alternator is slow.

12’o’ clock position – Frequency of the incoming 

alternator is exactly equal to busbar.

SYNCHROSCOPE



 Syn.Current: Isy = Eα/Xs

 Syn.Power :  Psy=3αE2/Xs

 Syn.Torque :  Tsy = (3Psy*60)/(2*3.14*Ns)

Synchronising Current ,Power and 

Torque:



Change of Excitation

At the time of starting both the machines are sharing equal power. When the 

excitation to the machine I increases the KVAR supplied by the machine I increases 

than machine II.



Change of Mechanical Input

When the Steam supply increases for the machine I, the real 

power supplied by the machine  I increases than machine II



 The axis along the axis of
the rotor is called the direct
or the d axis. The axis
perpendicular to d axis is
known as the quadrature or
q axis. The direct axis flux
path involves two small air
gaps and is the path of the
minimum reluctance. The
path shown in the above
figure by ϕq has two large air
gaps and is the path of the
maximum reluctance.

Two Reaction Theory



 Direct axis synchronous reactance = Xd=Xad+Xl

 Quadrature axis synchronous reactance= Xq=Xaq+Xl

 Voltage V=E0-IaRa-IdXd-IqXq



 Methods of Voltage Regulation:

 I.EMF or Synchronous Impedance Method

 II.MMF of Ampere Turns Method

 III.Zero Power Factor Method.

 IV.ASA Method

Voltage Regulation



 This method  requires the following data:

I. Effective Resistance Re

II. Syncronous Impedance Zs.

Open Circuit Test:

The Output terminals are kept open and load is not 

connected.

EMF or Synchronous Impedance 

Method



 Step 1: Start the motor and set the rated speed.

 Step 2: Then slowly vary the excitation upto the rated voltage 
and plot the graph

 Short Circuit Test:

 Short all the terminals

 Step 1: Vary the excitation and set the rated current.



 Zs= Eo/Isc

 Open circuit voltage pe phase/Short Circuit Current

 Xs=√(Zs2-Re2)





 This is called pesimistic method because the regulation 

value is greater than normal value Because the 

calculations are  done on the unsaturated part.

Disadvantages of EMF:



 This method also requires the same data of the EMF 

method:

 If1= Field ampere turn require to produce rated voltage:

 If2= Field ampere turn require to overcome the 

demagentising effect of the armature reaction

MMF or Ampere Turn Method



 Unity power factor:

Procedure to find the Eo

From the phasor diagram the various magnitudes are

OA=If1      AB=If2     OB=Ifo

From the phasor diagram

Now find open circuit EMF Eo, using Ifo from open circuit 

characteristics. 

The Corresponding E0 is obtained form the graph



Lagging Power Factor:

The Eo value is greater than terminal voltate and gives the positive regulation.

Similarly leading power factor gives the neagative regulation

This is called optimistic method because the regulation lesser than actual value.



 This method will give the  regulation closer to the actual 

value:

 This requires an additional data called ZPF curve:

Zero Power Factor Method;



 1. Plot the open circuit characteristics.

 2. Mark the field current corresponding to short circuit test as 
A along X axis.

 3. Mark the field current required to produce rated voltage and 
rated current from ZPF test as P.

 4. Join A and P to get a smooth curve called ZPF curve.

 5. From P draw a line PQ equal and parallel to OA

 6. Draw a tangent to OCC which is called as air line.

 7. From Q draw a line parallel to air line to meet OCC at R.



 8. Join RP.   Triangle QPR is called potier triangle.

 9. From R draw a perpendicular line to QP to meet at S.

 10. From potier triangle SP=If2=Field current required to overcome demagnetizing effect of armature reaction

 11. From potier triangle RS =ILXL=Leakage reactance drop



 In case of cylindrical rotor machines, Potier reactance is nearly equal to armature leakage reactance.  In case 
of salient pole machines, the magnetizing circuit is more saturated and the armature leakage reactance is smaller than 
the Potier reactance.

 After knowing the value of  Potier reactance XL, find the regulation by using the following formulae.

 1. E = 

 2. If0 =  

 Note: (+) sign for lagging power factor & (–) sign for leading power factor 

 If1 – Field current required to generate the phase e.m.f, E [measured from the 

 graph] (Amps).

 If2 – Field current required for balancing armature reaction (Amps)

 If0 – Total field current (Amps)

 : The voltage corresponding to If0 is E0 [Measured from the graph]

 3. Percentage Regulation  %R =  



 This method consider the partially saturated magnetic 

circuit: 

ASA Method



1. In the graph draw a line from voltage E (calculated for given p.f in step 1 of ZPF method) 

which  is parallel to X axis which cuts the airgap line and OCC at points B and B’ 

respectively. 

 

2. If3=Addition excitation required to take into account effect of partially saturated field   

                =BB’ from graph. 

 

3. Adding If3 to If0  we get modified field current Ifm=If0+ If3   (Take the value If0 from step 3 of 

ZPF). 

 

4.  From modified field current Ifm , the open circuit voltage E0 can be determined from OCC . 

Now find the regulation by using  %R= 
0 100

E V

V

 
 

 
 

 

 The results obtained by ASA method are reliable for both salient as well as non-salient pole machine. 



 This curve indicate the maximum reactive power 

loading for various active power loading:

Capabilitry Curves:




